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Abstra t: Forgetting automata are nondeterministi linear bounded automata whose rewriting
apability is restri ted as follows: ea h ell of the tape an only be \erased" (rewritten by a
spe ial symbol) or ompletely \deleted". We show that the \erasing" is in some sense more
powerfull than the \deleting".
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1 Introdu tion
This paper is a supplement of the ontribution [JMP92b℄.
We deal with forgetting automata, whi h are nondeterministi linear bounded automata
whose rewriting ability is restri ted as follows: ea h ell of the tape an only be "erased"
(rewritten by a spe ial symbol) or ompletely "deleted".
We show here a simulation of nondeterministi forgetting automata with operations move to
the right and erase operations by nondeterministi pushdown automata. By this simulation we
omplete the proof that the lass of languages re ognizable by this type of forgetting automata
equals to the lass of ontext-free languages (CFL).
The fa t, that CFL is ontained in the lass of languages re ognizable by this type of forgetting automata is an obvious onsequen e of the main result from [JMP92a℄.
The erase operation is more general than the delete operation. Delete operation an be simulated by erasing and skipping through erased item while preserving the urrent state. Moreover
we show here that nondeterministi forgetting automata with operations move to the right
and delete operations annot re ognize all ontext-free languages. It follows from this that the
operation erase is strongly more powerfull than the delete operation in this ontext.
See [JMP93℄ for the detailed des ription of lasses of languages re ognizable by several types
of forgetting automata.

2 De nitions
An F -automaton (forgetting automaton) F has a nite state ontrol unit with one head moving
on a linear (doubly linked) list of items ( ells); ea h item ontains a symbol from a nite alphabet.
In the initial on guration, the ontrol unit is in a xed (initial) state, the list ontains an input
word bounded by spe ial sentinels #, $ and the head s ans the item with the left sentinel #.
The omputation of F is ontrolled by a nite set of instru tions of the form [q, a℄ → [q1 , op℄,
with the following meaning: a ording to the a tual state q and the s anned symbol a, F may
hange the state to q1 and perform op, one of the following six operations:

{ M VR , M VL | moving the head one item to the right (left),
{ ERR , ERL | erasing, i.e. rewriting the ontents of the s anned item with a spe ial
symbol, say ∗ and moving the head one item to the right (left),
{ DLR , DLL | deleting, i.e. removing the s anned item from the list and moving the head
one item to the right (left)
Generally, F is nondeterministi (more than one instru tion an be appli able at the same
time).
An input word is a epted by F if there is a omputation starting in the initial on guration
whi h a hieves a on guration with the ontrol unit being in one of a epting states.
L(F ) denotes the language onsisting of all words a epted by F ; we say that F re ognizes L(F ).
By [O℄, where O is a subset of {M VR , M VL , ERR , ERL , DLR , DLL }, we denote the lass of
languages re ognizable by F -automata using operations from O only. (We write [Op1 , Op2 , . . .,
Opn ℄ instead of [{Op1 , Op2 , . . . , Opn }℄).
The ouple ERR , ERL we abbreviate by ER; similarly for DL and M V .
For the situations with the head s anning # ($) we use the following te hni al assumption:
{ on # only M VR - instru tion is appli able, and
{ on $ only move to the left-instru tion is used (instead of ERL or DLL ).

3 Results
First we show that forgetting automata with operations M VR and ER only are not stronger
than pushdown automata.
Theorem 1 [M VR , ER℄

is a subset of

CF L.

The operation ERR ould be repla ed by a sequen e of operations ERL , M VR , M VR . So it
is easy to see, that [M VR , ER℄ = [M VR , ERL ℄. Let F be a forgetting automaton with operations
M VR , ERL . We will give an outline of a onstru tion of a pushdown automaton M simulating F .
F an operate on sequen es of erased items. What an happen when F enters a sequen e of n
erased items in a state q from the left end:
- after some number of steps in the erased sequen e F an halt in an a epting or nona epting state,
- or after some number of steps F an leave the erased sequen e through the left or the right
end in a state q ′ .
F operates in a similar way when it enters a sequen e of erased items from the right. We
will all su h des ription of operations of F (a tually a set of fun tions) for some sequen e u of
n erased items for all states q of F a behaviour of F on u and denote it by Bn . In parti ular
B0 will denote the behaviour of F on the empty sequen e of erased items (i.e. when F \enters"
su h a sequen e from the left (right) in some state then F \leaves" it in the same state through

the right (left) end).
There are only nitely many di erent behaviours of F on sequen es of erased items. Having
the behaviour Bn of F for some sequen e of n erased items we an ompute the behaviour Bn+1
of F for the sequen e of n + 1 erased items without knowing the value n. Moreover having

behaviours B1 , B2 of F for two sequen es of erased items we an ompute the behaviour B of F
for the on atenation of these sequen es of erased items.
The automaton M will simulate the automaton F in the following way: ea h ontiguous
sequen e of erased items to the left from the s anning head of F is en oded in the pushdown
of M as a behaviour. The only way how F an move to the left is the ERL -operation. So there is
at most one ontiguous sequen e of erased items to the right from the head of F . This sequen e
ould be hara terized by some behaviour B whi h will be stored in the nite ontrol unit of M .
In the ase that there are no erased items to the right from the head of F the behaviour B
equals to B0 .
Ea h (maximal) sequen e s of steps of a omputation of F in whi h only erased items are
visited, ex ept the last step of s when the segment of erased items is left, is simulated by one step
of the pushdown automaton M . Ea h (maximal) ontiguous sequen e e of erased items will be
represented by the orresponding behaviour. Using this behaviour M ould nondeterministi aly
guess in whi h state and through whi h end will F leave the sequen e e or in whi h state F will
halt without leaving e.
Let us des ribe how the remaining steps (whi h do not start on an erased items) are simulated:
a) M VR instru tion from an unerased item I with entering a state p:
a1) B = B0 (i.e. the item to the right from I will be visited for the rst time) - M pushes
the ontents of the item I on the pushdown store and reads the next symbol from
the input tape; B remains un hanged.
a2) B is not B0 (i.e. the item to the right from I was previously visited and onsequently
it is erased) - all onsequent steps of F until it leaves the sequen e of erased items
are simulated nondeterministi aly using the behaviour B and the state q as des ribed
above. If F will halt in a state qf then M halts in the state qf . If F will leave the
erased sequen e to the left, then M enters a new state only. If F will leave the erased
sequen e to the right, then M pushes the ontents of the item I on the pushdown
store, pushes the behaviour B onto the pushdown store, reads the next symbol from
the input tape, enters the new state and puts B0 into B .
b) ERL instru tion on an unerased item I with entering a state q :
Then the behaviour B stored in the nite ontrol of M is hanged to B ′ to represent
the new longer sequen e of erased items. The ontents of the item I is poped from the
pushdown store and the top of the pushdown store is inspe ted. We distinguish two ases.
b1) There is an input symbol on the top of the pushdown store. Then M enters the
state q only.
b2) There is a behaviour B ′′ on the top of the pushdown store - i.e. the automaton F
enters a sequen e of erased items from the right. Then M omputes a behaviour Bc
representing the whole sequen e of erased items on the working list of F (using B ′
and B ′′ ) and M nondeterministi aly hooses in whi h state and in whi h dire tion
will the new erased segment be left. If F will halt in a state qf then M halts in the
state qf . When F will leave the erased segment to the left then M pops B ′′ from
the pushdown store, stores the new behaviour Bc in B and enters the hosen state.
When F will leave the erased sequen e to the right, then M hanges the behaviour on
the top of the pushdown store to the new one, reads the next input symbol from the
input tape and pushes it onto the top of the pushdown store and enters the hosen
state.

It is easy to see that if there is an a epting omputation of the F -automaton F on a word w,
then there is an a epting omputation of the pushdown automaton M on w. On the other side,
when there is no a epting omputation of F on an input word w, then M annot a ept it. So
L(F ) = L(M ).
The following theorem an be easily derived from the main result from [JMP92a℄ and from
the previous theorem.
Theorem 2 [M VR , ER℄

is equal to the

CF L.

To show that the operation ERASE is more powerful than the operation DELETE we
will show that by repla ing the ERASE operation by the operation DELETE in the above
mentioned lass of forgetting automata we get a sub lass of CFL.
Theorem 3 [M VR , DL℄

is a stri t sub lass of

CF L.

The in lusion [M VR , DL℄ ⊂ CF L follows trivially from Theorem 1. This in lusion is proper
and it ould be proved using the language L(G) generated by the following ontext-free grammar
G = ({S, A1 , A2 }, {a1 , a2 , d1 , d2 , s}, S, R) where S is the starting nonterminal and R:
S → A1 Sd1 | A2 Sd2 | s
A1 → cA1 c | a1
A2 → cA2 c | a2

Obviously [M VR , DL℄ = [M VR , DLL ℄ (similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1). The language
L(G) annot be re ognized by a forgetting automaton with operations M VR and DLL only.

The omplete proof is too te hni al and rather long for presentation in this pro eedings
and an be found in [JMP93℄. It may be interesting, that in the proof there are used two
notions, dependen y and proje tivity, whi h we have learnt from linguisti s. These are the
fundamental properties of \moving trees" introdu ed in [JMP93℄. For ea h omputation of a
forgetting automaton with operations M VR and DLL only we an onstru t a moving tree whi h
omprises the omplete information about the omputation. For these trees we an prove two
\pumping lemmas". The proof in [JMP93℄ is based on these two pumping lemmas and a areful
analysis of some sets of moving trees for a epting omputations of F-automata with operations
M VR and DLL only.

4 Con lusions
Obviously [ER℄ = [DL℄ = [M VL , ER℄ = [M VL , DL℄ (see [JMP92b℄ or [JMP93℄).
We have shown that the operation ERASE is more powerfull than DELETE when ombined
with the operation M VR . I.e. [M VR , DL℄ is a proper subset of [M VR , ER℄.
In [JMP92b℄ and [JMP93℄ we onje tured that [M V, DL℄ is a proper subset of [M V, ER℄ but
this is still an open problem.
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